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Abstract—We propose an approach to achieving different 
K-partition for preserving privacy by using the multi-
constraint anonymous parameter design method based on 
the attribute significance of rough set, in order to reduce the 
imbalance phenomenon between the privacy protection and 
data availability caused by adopting the same anonymous 
intensity. In this approach, taking into account the 
significance of quasi-identifier attributes, we carry out the 
dimension division automatically and obtain multi-
constraint anonymous parameters. After that an anonymous 
algorithm is executed on the separate partition. 
Experimental results show that the proposed method can 
obtain a better balance between the privacy protection 
degree and data availability. 
 
Index Terms—Privacy Preservation; Anonymous 
Parameters;  Rough Set;   Attribute Significance 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

With the rapid development of information technology, 
it is available to collect and release relevant data for 
every walk of life, which may involve some confidential 
personal privacy information. An emerging problem is 
that it makes invasions of personal privacy possible if we 
issue the crude data directly. Consequently, it is of great 
significant to deliberate how to release actual and valid 
data without prejudice to the personal privacy. The 
original method, which is called anonymous, is to delete 
the unique attribute identified the specify tuple in order to 
protect personal privacy. In literature [1], Sweeney 
proposed a K-anonymization rule to solve privacy 
leakage caused by link attack for the first time. The 
shortcoming is that for the sensitive data K-
anonymization does not offer the constraint treatment. 
For this reason, literature [2] advanced a new rule l-
diversity to increase the diversity of sensitive attribute, 

and thus reducing the risk of privacy leakage. However, it 
does not solve the problem of losing vast quantities of 
information. On the other hand, the l-diversity model 
shows a little weak in similar attack. Literature [3] 
introduced a t-closeness anonymous rule to resist the 
similar attack. Literature [4] and literature [5] discussed  
the rule of (a,k)-anonymization and p-sensitive 
respectively, both of which having the similar idea with l-
diversity. All above can be implemented by 
generalization, and the list extended to (c,k)-safety [6]，
privacy skyline[7] and so on. However employing 
generalization methods may largely reduce the data 
precision and availability. Literature [8] argued an 
exchange method to realize anonymous, a rule of high 
accuracy of data release which uses a lossy link method. 
In the meantime, (k,e)-anoymity[9] is also a typical 
anonymous model using the exchanging method. 

The traditional algorithms are presented by a single 
constraint to process K-partition with supposing all the 
quasi-identifier attributes having the same significance. 
But when they are applied to the high dimensional data 
set, which make a lot of useful information loss. 
Literature [10] advanced a multi-constraint rule to fit 
various constraint conditions. Though it’s well to balance 
the privacy protection with data availability, how to set 
the constraint parameters for every constraint set is still 
not specified. The multi-constraint anonymous parameter 
design method based on the attribute significance of 
rough set proposed in the present paper is more 
concerned with the distinct influences of separate quasi-
identifier attributes on sensitive attributes, i.e. the 
importance degree of attributes are different. It tries to 
divide the attribute dimension of quasi-identifiers 
automatically according to the characters of the data set 
to be released (the distinction of different quasi-
identifiers significance) without the prior knowledge, and 
designs the corresponding multi-constraint anonymous 
parameters. The results suggest that the approach 
proposed in this paper can achieve a better balance 
between the privacy protection and  data availability. 
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II.  RELEVANT CONCEPTS 

A.  Rough Set Preliminaries 
Rough set is a mathematical approach to study 

imprecise, uncertain information[11-12,14],which is mainly 
used to mine patterns and regulations from an incomplete 
data set. It has been widely applied in medical diagnosis, 
processing control, information retrieval, industry 
manufacture, commercial economy, and so on, in twenty  
years. Because of existing  data redundancy and missing 
values, the data to be protected can be viewed as an 
incomplete information system in the privacy protection 
of data issue. Instead, there is extraordinary superiority 
for rough set in attributes reduction. So, rough set can be 
used to deal with the imbalance problem in the privacy 
protection. 

Definition 1 (Information System)   Let ),( AUS =  
be an information system, where U  is a non-empty set 
of finite objects( the universe) and A  is a non-empty 
finite set of attributes. Such that for every Aa ∈ , aV  is 

the set of values that attribute a  may take values. A  can 
also be denoted as DCA ∪= , where C  is the set of 
conditional attributes and D is the set of decision 
attributes. A decision table is an information system 
including both the condition attributes and decision 
attributes. 

Definition 2 Let R  be an equivalent relation, 
and UX ⊆  be a certain subset of U , the lower 
approximation can be defined as: 

     }XY:RUY{)X(R ⊆∈= ∪  (1) 

And the upper approximation is : 

}:{)( Φ≠∈= XYRUYXR ∩∪  (2) 

    Definition 3   Supposing UX ⊆ , the R-positive region 
can be denoted as: 

      )()( XRXPOSR =  (3) 

Correspondingly R-negative region is: 

)X(RU)X(NEGR −=  (4) 

Definition 4   Let ),( AUT =  be a decision table,C  is 
the set of condition attributes and D  is the set of decision 
attributes, DC k→  indicates that D  depends on C in a 

degree )10( <=<= kk , where 

)U(card))D(POS(cardk c=  (5) 

And )(DPOSC  is called the C-positive region of D . 
Definition 5 Suppose ),( AUT =  be a decision 
table, ),...,( 1 mccC =  be the set of condition attributes 

and ),...,( 1 kddD = be the set of decision 

attributes, ( ) { }kYYYDCU ，…=∪ ,,/ 21 and 

},...,{/ 1 lXXCU =  denote the partition of U  on the 
attribute set C  and DC ∪ , respectively. The conditional 
information entropy of the decision attribute set D  on the 
set of condition attributes C  can explicitly be written as 
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−=

1 221
loglog|    (6) 

Definition 6   Let C  and D  be sets of condition and 
decision attributes respectively of the decision table 

),( AUT = , the significance of attribute Cc ∈  can be 
defined as follows: 

{ } { })()())(()( cDICDIcCDIcNewSig +−−=   (7) 

B.  Multi-constraint Rule 
Let ),,( SAQIUT = be an original data table, which is 

an essential decision table, among which,QI  is the quasi-
identifier attribute set, C , D and SA  are the condition 
attribute set, decision attribute set and sensitive attribute 
set respectively.T  is called the data set to be released. In 

),,( SAQIUT = , C is the anonymous constraint, noted 
as >=< kQIC , [10], where },...,{ 1 mattrattrQI = , QI is the 
quasi-identifier of C  , composed of a group of attributes 

)1( miattri ≤≤ . K is the anonymous parameter of C . 
This shows that there are K equivalent tuples on QI . The 
multi-constraint rule can be formulated as below: 
      Definition7[10](Constraint Set)  Let 

)C,...,C,C(CSet n21= denote a constraint set, in which 

ni1K,QIC iii ≤≤= ，  is the ith  constraint and  n  is the 

number of constraints in etCS , noted as CSet . 

III.  INTELLIGENT  SELECTION  OF MULTI-CONSTRAINT 
ANONYMOUS PARAMETER BASED ON ATTRIBUTES 

SIGNIFICANCE 

A.  A Model  of   K-value  Selection  Based  on The 
Attribute Significance 

For a data tableT  to be released, K  is the anonymous 
parameter. T ′  is the anonymous data table. After the 
equivalence partitioning, if the cardinality of every 
equivalence class is no less than K , then we say that T ′  
is satisfied with -K anonymous. 

K takes different values associated with various 
attribute significances. The relationship with the 
definition is as follows: 
Definition 8 (Relation between attribute significance and 
anonymous parameters) Given two arbitrary attributes of 
a data table T , )1( miattri ≤≤  and 

jimjattrj ≠≤≤ ，)1( . ikattr  and jkattr  denote the 

attribute significances, respectively. Suppose iK  and jK  

be the anonymous parameters of iattr  and jattr , then the 
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relation between iK  and jK  can be defined as follows: 

ijji kattrkattrKK = . 
Definition 9( Average Attributes Signification of Quasi-

identifier) LetT be a data table with m  quasi-identifier 
attributes, and },...,{

1 mattrattrset kkk =  be the set of 
attribute significances, the average attribute significance 
of quasi-identifiers can be calculated by:  

mKetKS
m

1i
attri∑

=

=  

Proposition 1: Let K  be the anonymous parameter 
given to be carried on K-anonymous on data table T , 
and 'K  be the corresponding anonymous parameter 
computed by KSet , then KK =' . 

The proof is as below: 

Each attribute in Quasi-identifier( QI ) is deemed the 
same significance in the general K-anonymous algorithm. 
On that condition, suppose T  be a data table with m  
attributes, the weight of arbitrary attribute 

)1( miattri ≤≤  is 

mK

K
m

k attr

attr
i

k

i 1

1

==
∑ =

ω  

Whereas, after obtaining all quasi-identifiers’ attribute 
significances using rough set theory, the weight to the 
average significance can be figured out by  

mK
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Obviously, ωω =i  and according to Definition 8, 

KK ='  holds. 
That ends. 

B.  Intelligent Partition Algorithm of Constraint Set 
Algorithm Description 
Algorithm 1: Intelligent partition algorithm of a 

constraint set 
Suppose T is a data table to be released, 

{ }m1 Attr,...,AttrQISet =  denotes the set of quasi-

identifiers whose significance is )mi1(K
iattr ≤≤ . 

Input:  A data table T  with n  items and m  quasi-
identifiers. 

Output: the constraint set { }hCCCCSet ,...,, 21= . 

Step 1: Compute the significance of every quasi-
identifier in line with Definition 6 denoted 
as { }

m21 attrattrattr K,...,K,KKSet = . 

Step 2: Set the threshold ε  and divide KSet   
{ }h21 t,...subkSe,subkSetsubkSetkSet =  , 

and get the partition set of the quasi-identifier 

          { }hsubQISetsubQISetsubQISettQISe ,...,, 21=′ . 

Step 3:  Calculate the average attribute significance of 
every subset and put them into set    

  { }hSubksetSubksetSubksetSetk ,...,, 21=  

Step 4: Obtain the set of anonymous parameters 
{ }h21 ,...,K,KK . 

Step 5:  Output CSet . 

C.  Case Study 
Take Table 1 for instance, the average attribute 

significance of quasi-identifier is 0.452
5
k

k
5

1i attr
set

i == ∑ −  

and in the first subset 09.0
2

kk
k 21 attrattr

1set =
+

= . 

5.0k 2set =  and 79.0k 3set =  can be similarly 
obtained. On the basis of Proposition 1, there are 

K)kk(K 1setset1 ′= , K)kk(K 2setset2 ′=  and 

K)kk(K 3setset3 ′= obtained, respectively ( 21 K,K  

and 3K  are rounded) 

    With those steps, we get the partition of the constraint 
set:  

    { } ( )Kkk,attr,attr1c 1setset21 ′= ,     

                  { } ( )Kkk,attr2c 2setset3 ′=  

and  { } ( )Kkk,attr,attr3c 3setset54 ′=  .  

It is clearly depicted in Fig.1. 

The anonymous parameter of each subset is subjected 
to that corresponding to the average significance of QI . 
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TABLE I.   
DATA TABLE T TO BE RELEASED 

ID Name Physical  
Quality Velocity Passing  

the ball Dribbling Shooting Social 
Status 

1 Meysey General Very  
Fast Admirable Admirable Admirable High 

2 Cristiano 
 Ronaldo Good Very  

Fast Good Admirable Admirable High 

3 Pato General Very  
Fast Poor General Good Medium 

4 Heskey Good Slow Very 
Poor Poor Poor Low 

5 Barlow Terley Good General Good Good Good High 

6 Van Persie General General Good Good Good High 

7 Ibra Admirable General Admirable Good Good High 

8 Falcao Good Fast General General Admirable High 

9 Mesut Ozil General Fast Admirable Good General High 

10 Gao Lin General General Very 
Poor Poor Very 

Poor Low 

11 Beretta Good General Poor Poor Poor Low 

12 Pazzini  General General Poor General Good Medium 

13 Carole Admirable Slow Poor Poor General Low 

14 Aguero General Fast Good Good General High 

15 Crouch General Slow Poor Poor General Low 

16 Huntelaar General General Poor General Admirable Medium 

    
Figure 1.  Constraint set partition of Table1  
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D.  Anonymous Method Based on Multi-constraint 
On the basis of the above analysis, an anonymous 

method Based on multi-constraint is advanced, the 
process is described as following: 

Algorithm 2: Multi-constraint anonymous algorithm. 
Input: A data tableT  to be released 
Output:  A deliverable table T ′  
Step1:  Obtain the constraint set in line with Algorithm 

1. 
Step2:  Divide tableT according to the constraint set 

and obtain the subsets  h21 ,...T,TT . 
     Step3: Perform the anonymization referring to 

{ }hCCCCSet ,...,, 21= . 
Step4:   Combine the subset in accordance with ID  to 

generate all tuples, and output T ′ . 

IV.  EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS COMPARISON 

The experiments are performed on a loaded Intel Core 
i3M380 2.53Ghz, 2G of  DDR3 Memory, Windows 7(32 
bits), and Matlab 7.0. With the intention of testing our 
algorithm, an adult data set, the information from U.S. 
census, generated by UCI is employed. We randomly take 
1000 samples from the total 45222 items as test data. 

Risk Evaluation Parameters: A tuple-linked method 
based on distance is adopted to evaluate the anonymity 
degree:  

num_record_total
num_record_linkedDLD = . 

where, ord_numlinked_rec is the number of records 
linking successful as well as numrecordtotal __ is 
the number of total items in the anonymous table. 

Data Availability Evaluation:For the data table with the 
classified variables, 

)/()log())((
1 21 1

nm
n

X
x g

k
n

X
kn

i

m

j ib

k

j
×−= ∑∑ ∑ == =

αβ  

 is used to evaluate the data availability. Where 

UxQIb
x

x
x

b

b
b ∈∈= ,,)(α  denotes the approximate 

precision of the item Ux ∈  on the attribute QIb ∈ , and 

bx  expresses the low-approximation. And 

correspondingly,
bx  is the upper-

approximation. },.....,{/ 2,1 gk XXXQIUX =∈  forms a 
partition of U . Meanwhile n is the record number of T ′  
and m denotes the sum of attributes. 

For the table with the continuous variables, we can 
calculate the data availability according to literature[13]. 

In this chapter, concentrating on the Adult set we 
compare the anonymous method realized by the privacy 

protection rule of the intelligent constraint set partition 
(namely, the proposed algorithm) with the micro-
aggregation algorithm based on traditional K-anonymous 
rules(denoted by MDAV algorithm). 

In view of the features of the Adult set, the following 
constraint sets are obtained based upon the attribute 
significance of rough set: 

}K,statusmarital,education{C 11 >−<=  , 

}K,iprelationsh,occupation{C 22 ><= , 

}K,classwork,countrynative{C 33 >−<= , 

where 1:3:5K:K:K 321 = .(Rounding approximation 
ratio) 

A.  Leakage Analysis 
In our experiment, evaluations on the tuple-

linked(DLD) is used for leakage analysis. The risk 
evaluations with regarding to the proposed and MDVA 
algorithms are summarized in Table2. 

 
TABLE II.   

RISK EVALUATIONS OF ADULT ANONYMOUS TABLE 
 

K MDVA  The Proposed Algorithm 

3 0.9920 0.9990 

4 0.9620 0.9780 

5 0.9410 0.9590 

6 0.9140 0.9310 

7 0.9380 0.9320 

8 0.9090 0.9230 

9 0.9150 0.9040 

10 0.8850 0.8950 

 
As it is demonstrated in Table 2, though the leakages 

are some more on the same value of K, it is not by much. 
The MDVA method divides the tuples into several 
equivalence classes while our approach is to partition on 
separate subset. Therefore, the deliverable table does not 
satisfy K-anonymous condition and at the same time the 
distortion is to a less degree. Because of the closer 
distance of every tuple, it increases the probability of 
linking to the original tuple.  

B.  Analysis of Data Availability  
Table 3 reveals the data availabilities of Adult data set 

after adopting the two anonymous methods respectively.
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TABLE III.  
THE LOSS OF THE ADULT SET 

 

K MDVA The Proposed Algorithm

3 0.9509 0.7925 

4 1.3323 0.8533 

5 1.8666 1.3201 

6 2.5334 1.8467 

7 2.7182 2.0223 

8 2.9507 2.5602 

9 3.1022 2.6681 

10 3.2308 2.9377 

 
Experimental results show that the proposed method 

can reduce the dimension of primary data set, and makes 
an equivalence partitioning towards every subset in a 
lower dimension. So then, it provides a better protection 
for the data veracity. By contrast, in traditional MDAV 
algorithm, anonymous costs increase along with the 
number of quasi-identifier(dimension raised). Selecting a 
larger K value is an action taken to lower the chance of 
data leakage. For instance, when K takes 5, the data 
availability of the proposed method is better than that of 
MDAV and the leakage risk is lower as such.  

 

V.  CONCLUSION 

Different attribute in quasi-identifier attributes has 
different influence on the sensitive attribute, therefore, it 
will generate unwanted information loss if we take the 
same anonymous parameters during the partition process. 
This paper aims to research and design a fresh 
anonymous rule for dimension division based on rough 
set. Owning to sum up the data on different levels, the 
method presented in this paper can produce diverse K-
partitions on the different constraint subsets rather than 
on the whole table. The results indicate that the advanced 
method can keep a better balance between privacy 
protection and data availability. In future studies, it is 
necessary to perfect and optimize the algorithm, in the 
meantime comes up with the model of appraising data 
availability aiming at various attribute types. 
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